
Transforming K-12 schools 
with innovative technology
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Who is Schoolbox?

Schoolbox is a world-leading 
education technology 
provider for K-12 schools.

Our mission is to empower educators by providing a powerful 

digital platform to improve the student learning experience.

To achieve this, we have created a diverse team of people who are passionate 

about engaging staff, students, and parents in the learning journey.

We believe that diversity of thought, experience, and identity within our 

team is essential for driving innovation and growth, as it enables us to reflect, 

understand, and meet the diverse needs of our school communities.

Schoolbox consolidates the digital learning environment by bringing 

teaching and learning, communication and collaboration, extracurricular 

management and wellbeing information into one centralized place.
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DATABASE

Find out just how Schoolbox has 

benefited St Andrew’s Catholic College.
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Schoolbox Learning

A single platform to connect, 
communicate, and collaborate with 
students, teachers, parents and 
your broader school community.

More than just an LMS, Schoolbox Learning is a platform to enable 

schools to support the development of the whole student; their 

academic growth, extracurricular involvement and wellbeing.

Schoolbox Learning empowers educators to support student 

learning with innovative and powerful learning tools.
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Schoolbox Community

Engage your whole 
school community with 
modern collaboration and 
communication tools.

With Schoolbox Community, your school can create a central place for 

your entire school community to collaborate and communicate.

“Schoolbox provides an online environment that is extensively 

customisable to meet the College branding, extends and enhances 

the learning opportunities for students and facilitates numerous 

communications approaches to keep our families informed.”

Brett — Director of ICT
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F E A T U R E S

Curriculum Planning

Schoolbox’s agnostic approach to curriculum mapping 

ensures you can better understand how your school delivers 

curriculum, no matter what curricula your school is using.

Curriculum Mapping
Track and map your curriculum requirements to better understand 

how your teachers are delivering the curriculum in the classroom.

Course Builder
Create courses, units, lesson plans and projects to assist your 

students to navigate their learning, with functionality to save 

them all for later use and collaborate with other teachers.

Microcredentials
Enable the recognition of learner achievements using 

badges, and align them with your curriculum.
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F E A T U R E S

Assessment & Reporting

Schoolbox provides teachers with the assessment and reporting 

tools they need to support students in a customized learning 

experience that meets their different needs and abilities.

Markbooks & Reporting
Streamline the way you keep track of student progress using class, 

cohort and rubric markbooks, and use centralised assessment data 

to support both summative and continuous reporting and feedback.

Rubric Tools
Give targeted feedback to your students, 

align with curriculum standards, and track 

achievement across multiple assessments.

Insights
Gain a deeper understanding of your learners’ academic 

growth with learning analytics, using assessment data to 

make informed decisions on each student’s learning journey.
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F E A T U R E S

Pastoral Care

Records
Collect, store, manage and access student wellbeing 

information securely, and use existing pastoral 

templates for consistency and simplicity.

ILPs and IEPs
Staff can use pastoral flags to stay informed of 

sensitive student information including Individual 

Learning Plans, medical plans, and strategy sheets.

Reporting
Build custom pastoral care reports for groups or 

classes, set default actions for record types and 

track task completion. Our pastoral system provides 

greater ability to manage intricate workflows.

Pastoral Notifications
If a pastoral care record is edited or a comment is added, 

a notification will be triggered to notify the relevant 

staff of the change, allowing staff to stay up-to-date.
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F E A T U R E S

Collaboration & 
Communication

News
Send timely and targeted messages to students, parents, staff 

and groups using the audience settings in the News component.

Calendar
Students, parents, and staff can view their upcoming events, 

extracurricular activities, due work and classes in one place.

Groups
Create dedicated groups for extracurricular activities, 

and add the relevant students and their parents as 

group members, facilitating transparent communication 

and skill building beyond the classroom.

Fixtures
The team Fixtures component can also be used 

on a group page to allow group members to 

access details of events, including results.
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F E A T U R E S

Parent Engagement

Parents play a crucial role in supporting their children’s learning, 

and higher levels of parental engagement are consistently 

associated with better academic outcomes.

Parent Dashboard
Allows parents to remain connected to their child’s 

learning journey, with visibility of their child’s 

behaviour and assessment feedback in one place.

Targeted Communication
Ensure parents only get the messages relevant to 

them with customizable audience settings in news 

posts, in-app push notifications and email digests.

Share Special Moments
Share class activities, evidence of learning, assessment 

results, badge achievements and photos with parents.
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F E A T U R E S

Student Engagement

Schoolbox provides schools with the latest innovations to leverage and 

engage learners across all combinations of remote, hybrid and onsite learning.

Student Dashboard
Gives students easy access to their calendar, timetable, 

learning activities and newsfeed all in one place.

Student Learning
Class pages and personal profile pages which enable 

students to access learning and teaching content, whilst 

using rich multimedia tools to capture evidence of learning 

and effectively share with staff and parents alike.

Interactive
Facilitate real-time communication between teachers and 

students through the use of collaborative components 

such as forums, polls, social streams, surveys and forms.
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S C H O O L B O X  S E R V I C E S

With you every 
step of the way

Winners of The Educator 
Service Provider Awards for 3 
consecutive years, our Support 
team is full of remarkable problem 
solvers who are known for their 
excellent customer service.

Technical Support
For all troubleshooting and technical support, log your issue via our global 

ticketing service to be resolved by a specialised expert as soon as possible, or 

call our Support team. Our global emergency support line is available 24/7.

Feature Requests
Schoolbox is continuously evolving, and customer feedback remains at 

the forefront of product development, with most features and updates 

stemming from feature requests left in our user forums on Schoolbox Help.
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S C H O O L B O X  S E R V I C E S

Professional Learning

We understand the importance of equipping your new staff with 

the necessary skills to maximize their Schoolbox experience. 

The Schoolbox Professional Services Team is here to guide 

you through the best practices of Schoolbox features.

Online Learning Course
Access our school-directed online learning course to progressively build 

on skills needed in different roles through role-based tailored units.

Intensive Courses
Ensure your new staff begin their Schoolbox journey with confidence 

with dedicated sessions, designed to quickly upskill staff in the 

fundamentals of Schoolbox in a supportive small group environment.
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S C H O O L B O X  S E R V I C E S

Implementation and Consulting

Ensure staff embark on their 
Schoolbox journey with confidence.

Implementation
Our Implementation team will provide you with all of the 

necessary support required during the initial implementation of 

the product, including a project plan, a dedicated project manager, 

stakeholder engagement and an implementation checklist.

Consulting
Get access to customised consultation services tailored to your school’s 

specific needs with Professional Services. Discuss innovation in the 

classroom, best education experiences and learning management tools.

Projects
Professional Services assists in implementing a modern classroom to facilitate 

a deeper learning experience for your students, with minimal disruption 

through Student Information System integrations and system switchovers.




